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Average Individual Harvest: First Round
ExplanaMon'3:'Erroneous'Patrol'Signal?''
Patrols'that'reveal'“cooperaMve'behavior”'send'an'erroneous'
posiMve'signal'of'performance'
Testable'predicMon'2:'Harvest'rates'should'increase'a\er'a'
“posiMve”'patrols.'
No'evidence'of'this.'
Conclusions'
Enforcement'of'a'illegal'gear'ban'results'in:'
1.  Improved'compliance'(limited'evidence)'
2.  Increased'exploitaMon'rates''
3.  Decreased'cooperaMon'
•  Mechanism'is'not'clear'
•  Crowding'out'behavior?'
•  MulMple'potenMal'explanaMons'for'results'
Conclusions'
External'validity:'
•  Do'experimental'results'inform'potenMal'eﬀects'of'
illegal'gear'enforcement'in'the'real'world?'
•  Or'are'the'results'simply'an'arMfact'of'the'game?'''
Conclusions'
Bigger'Picture:''
•  Analysis'is'a'slice'of'a'bigger'project:'what’s'the'
potenMal'role'of'experiments'for'improving'local'
management'of'smallOscale'ﬁsheries?'
•  Can'a'structured'experienMal'learning'event'improve'
local'governance'in'the'real'world?'
•  Or'more'generally:'Can'experiments'aﬀect'realOworld'
behavior?'
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